
MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING ASSIGNMENT FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Core Content for Assessment for Middle School Informational Reading and Transactive Writing You will find magazines
written about nearly every topic.

Find a training course for your needs. After reading the article, students will have the opportunity to write
about their own fears and how they cope with them. Use short articles for this activity. Provide quiz questions
set to a time limit: Where can you read about dogs? What would you do? Then check using the magazine. Can
you find a new type of clothing in the magazine? Students will read and respond to the YES! How do you deal
with this cultural change? Activities for using magazines in the classroom 3. Which type of food is described
in the eating section? Students imagine they are the journalist who wrote the article. For higher levels: What
makes a good cover? Where can you read about music? Society is shifting from a binary "he-she" world to a
more fluid spectrum of gender identities. Hold a class vote. Comprehension The difficulty depends on the
class level. The cover Use the cover image to brainstorm words associated with the picture and probable topics
to be found in the magazine. Each group then makes an oral summary of the article to report back to the rest of
the class. Do this in pairs. Encourage use of headlines and pictures to guess topic types. Choose the best cover
from a selection of 4 magazines. Can you find a flag on page 10? Ask students in pairs to skim through their
magazine and list the types of topics covered. He wrestles with the enormity of the situation in Ferguson and
the unjust deaths of so many unarmed Black Americans by police. Magazine pictures Even lower levels can
do tasks describing pictures and finding pictures in a magazine even if they are not yet proficient enough to
read a real English magazine. Is not voting a responsible option in a presidential election? Look at the
headlines on the cover to predict the main topics featured inside. In greater society? This helps you see what
types of topic they are interested in for future planning of conversation topics. Write a letter to BrownBoi
Project founder, Cole, on how you feel about this expansion of gender pronoun language. How might your
actions make a difference where you live school and community? For intermediate students or above, make
questions and then get pairs or groups to make their own questions using your examples: Which British pop
singer is interviewed this week? Which cover do you like best? Tags Need a little more help with your
professional development?


